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Introduction
Digital Transformation Demands More from PLM
Digital transformation is elevating Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) to serve as a manufacturer’s digital backbone, driving PLM
to the cloud and demanding more capabilities and agility than ever. How can manufacturers adapt their enterprise PLM system to
support digital transformation and product innovation without creating a dead-end, custom solution? Is it time to force a hard
decision between customization and the cloud? We spoke with several leading manufacturers to get their perspectives.
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Executive Summary
Digital Transformation Demands New Capabilities, Agility
Digital transformation is intensifying the need to tailor PLM systems to
serve as a company’s digital backbone and support new ways of
innovating and operating. Engineers need the latest features and
capabilities, but also need to keep the “right-for-me” PLM capabilities
they already have. PLM solutions that are customized to achieve these
goals, however, can create an ongoing need for specialized services
that can limit agility and prevent adoption of new features and
software versions.

Transitioning to the Cloud
Cloud solutions are compelling but are not commonly as tailorable as
traditional solutions to provide a customized experience. Cloud offers
numerous business and technical advantages including lower costs,
less need for IT support, strong security, high availability, and
practically infinite scalability. The tradeoff is typically a more out-ofthe-box (OOTB) solution with lower ability to customize to enforce
company standards and provide the right experience to the end user.

”Cloud” and “Customization” can Co-Exist
Our experience shows that most PLM implementations are not OOTB,
especially for large organizations. This creates tension between cloud
benefits and creating the new digital backbone and a “right-for-me”
experience. As our experience and the research for this eBook shows,
however, the right balance between cloud benefits and desired
customization may be available through the emerging alternative to
customization, low-code / no-code development.
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With the right PLM architecture,
cloud and custom are compatible.
Step back, look at the business
requirements, and choose a balance
between the perfect “right-for-me”
experience and benefits of the cloud.

The Manufacturers’ Viewpoint on PLM

Speaking to these
three manufacturers,
we found that moving
on-premise PLM
systems to the cloud
can make adopting
and operating PLM
easier, but the type of
cloud solution selected
can dramatically
impact the ability to
personalize PLM.
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Our Research Approach
To gain deeper insights into manufactures’
PLM experiences with cloud and
customization, Tech-Clarity interviewed three
leading manufacturers: Microsoft Hardware
Engineering, Nidec Motors, and Cubic
Defense.
Microsoft Hardware Engineering
Microsoft Hardware Engineering is the maker
of industrial, military, and consumer
hardware products like the Surface personal
computer, HoloLens, and Xbox. PLM at
Microsoft has shifted from being engineeringcentric to being the digital backbone of
product development linking Engineering,
Quality, Procurement, suppliers, and
customers. Microsoft, over time, accumulated
4 custom PLM systems due to acquisitions
and different business units’ needs. This
created a large technical debt and ongoing
need for “exceptions” from senior executives.
Eventually, denial of exceptions triggered
consolidation to a single new system. Since
making the shift to a single PLM, Microsoft
Hardware Engineering has gone from
supporting hundreds of engineers to
thousands of product stakeholders including
hundreds of external suppliers, globally.
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Nidec Motors
Nidec makes a wide range of power systems
from small electric motors up to complete
traction motor systems for electric vehicles
(EV). Their large product portfolio contains
many complex product configurations, which
in turn requires advanced PLM capabilities
and connections to other systems and tools.
Although Nidec runs several successful multitenant cloud solutions for various business
functions, they do not use cloud PLM. Nidec
had an on-premise PLM system which needed
considerable ongoing IT services to enhance
and maintain it. This situation led Nidec to
move to a Managed SaaS PLM solution.
Cubic Corporation
Cubic Corporation makes heavily engineered
products, primarily for the defense industry.
They had multiple PLM systems around the
world which made it difficult to share
information and best practices. The defense
industry is heavily regulated which means
Cubic must ensure strict governance and
traceability to maintain compliance. Cubic’s
original PLM vision was unsuccessful because
it was overly restrictive and lacked sensitivity
to the lifecycle states needed by engineers.
After consolidating to a new PLM system,
Cubic is now successful with a single global
PLM that meets the engineers’ needs. Lessons
learned from the past helped frame the new
successful vision for the future.

The Need to Upgrade PLM
Digital Demands Change

Customization Can Increase Cost

Let’s step back to learn more about
manufacturers’ experience with PLM.
Digital Transformation initiatives have
accelerated since the pandemic, forcing
new work practices on manufacturers and
their employees. As digital transformation
initiatives gain momentum, PLM must
support new and evolving business
processes, data, organizational/cultural
behaviors, information sources, and
customer experiences. Most current PLM
implementations need to change
significantly to support this.

Companies with heavily customized PLM
systems told us that the Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) of their customized PLM
solution is too high, sometimes running
into millions of dollars per year. Over
time, customized solutions can create a
large ongoing need for specialized services
and maintenance. These services are like
a “technical debt” which can’t be
eliminated unless the underlying
proprietary customization is reduced or
replaced.

“

We had four customized PLM
systems and found the
organization was stuck on legacy
versions. That limited our ability to
enable capabilities like connecting
to MS Office. In addition, we had to
obtain exceptions from
management because we couldn’t
upgrade and support the latest OS
and patches. Then executive
management said no more
exceptions!
Boris Cononetz
Principal Hardware
Engineering Program Manager
MICROSOFT
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Customization Can Decrease
Agility
Additionally, custom PLM systems can
become legacy, lagging years behind the
current software version, and
consequently holding back connected
applications which also become stuck on
older versions. The technical debt
significantly impacts the cost and time
required to upgrade PLM and take
advantage of new features. Security in the
scenario can also become a risk. In many
cases, there is no upgrade path from the
customized version to get current without
rebuilding the customized capabilities in
the new software version, making the
prospect of bringing PLM current
untenable. The time and effort required to
upgrade legacy, customized PLM solutions
often triggers companies to investigate
alternative PLM systems rather than
recreating the customization in their
current brand of PLM.
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Triggers to upgrade or
replace PLM
•

New digital transformation
initiatives

•

Growing Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO)

•

Large technical debt from
past customization

•

Inability to upgrade PLM to
current version

•

Limited ability to upgrade
connected tools

•

Dependency on dated
software and infrastructure

•

New security risks

Cloud is Compelling
Cloud is a Common Consideration

Cloud Improves Agility

It is now common for manufacturers to
consider the cloud when they upgrade or
replace PLM. Cloud solutions offer many
attractive benefits that make PLM more
attainable, collaborative, and cost-effective.

The cloud also reduces the risk of getting
stuck because of a missing capability that’s
only available by upgrading to the next
software module. In most cases, cloud PLM
users get all available capabilities in each new
release. In addition, new users can be set up
quickly because accessibility to PLM is easier
and more flexible. Most devices that run a
browser can access cloud PLM which means
more people can participate.

Cloud Cost and Scalability are
Attractive
Implementation, operation, and maintenance
of cloud PLM generally costs less.
Manufacturers only need to subscribe to
licenses they need for immediate use, there is
no need to fund hardware or other
infrastructure, and systems integration
services are reduced or even eliminated.
Cloud PLM is also more scalable. New users or
sites can be added (or reduced) without
having to add servers, change server
configurations, or adjust license quantities.

Cloud Requires Reduced Resources
From a business perspective, engineering
needs less budget for internal IT services or
infrastructure support in a cloud environment.
It also reduces or eliminates the need to wait
for IT resource availability before
implementing PLM. Responsibility for security,
backup, availability, and performance also
shifts to the cloud PLM provider.
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In some ways, cloud PLM improves the ability
to adopt new features quickly because the
solution typically offers everything OOTB and
is maintained by the solution vendor. New
capabilities are usually delivered OOTB to all
subscribers at the same time. This can allow
manufacturers to get new capabilities while
minimizing or eliminating the potential for
creating any technical debt. On the other
hand, as we’ll discuss more later, the
flexibility to customize is dramatically
reduced.

“

The pandemic has
accelerated PLM’s
expansion. Today,
thousands of PLM
users access and
leverage PLM data
around the world.
Microsoft engineers,
contractors, factories,
ODMs, and supply
chain suppliers use
PLM data in the cloud.

Boris Cononetz
Principal Hardware
Engineering Program
Manager
MICROSOFT

Evaluating PLM Deployment Options
Cloud Comes in a Variety of Options
Cloud is compelling, but “the cloud” is
not a single option. There are multiple
ways to implement PLM. Let’s look at
the impacts of the different options on
factors like cost, agility, and the ability
to customize for the “right for me”
experience. Note that these are
generalizations and we recognize that
there are exceptions to every rule.
Multi-tenant Cloud
Multi-tenant cloud means a single
instance of the software running as a
cloud service with multiple subscribers
(tenants) accessing the same instance.
Because there is a single set of code
that runs on common infrastructure,
the vendor’s resources are not diluted
by maintaining multiple generations of
technology for different operating
environments. Multi-tenant cloud
results in lower TCO, more versatile
access, and encourages more new
features in more frequent releases to
benefit all manufacturers. On the other
hand, multi-tenant cloud is not
conducive to significant customization
or extension because all customers run
the same application.
Table 1: Comparison of different PLM deployment options
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Evaluating PLM Deployment Options
On-premise
Traditional, on-premise enterprise PLM solutions require significant investment in
infrastructure and IT resources. Because only one company is running the software, a
significant amount of customization to achieve a better “right-for-me” user experience is
possible. This customization, however, can create significant technical debt and reduce
agility.
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)
PLM systems hosted on a cloud IaaS platform such as Microsoft Azure or Amazon AWS
provide cloud benefits like reduced IT burden, high availability, high scalability, high
performance, strong security, and reliable backups. Depending on the arrangements,
they can also provide improved scalability. On the other hand, hosting traditional
solutions does not eliminate some of the other inefficiencies, does not eliminate the
creation of technical debt, and can still hamper agility.
Managed SaaS
PLM offered via a managed SaaS service can provide many of the cloud benefits that
manufacturers target. The vendor provides much of the needed implementation support
allowing for a much more streamlined process. The SaaS environment reduces cost and
offers scalability, high performance, and robust security. Managed SaaS can also allow for
customization to meet company needs, and in many cases the vendor can dramatically
reduce the time to implement new features or upgrade the system, particularly if the
implementation is not heavily customized.
Our Observations
Cloud and on-premise technologies each bring pros and cons for creating the “right-forme” user experience. From our experience, many of the benefits are available from a
variety of cloud options, but fundamental issues remain:
• Multi-tenant cloud is hard to customize, if it’s even possible
• Traditional solutions, even if implemented in a cloud / SaaS model, allow customization
but can create technical debt
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Out-of-the-Box (OOTB) is a Fallacy
The Allure of OOTB

“

PLM systems need to
be customized, in
most cases, to support
complex products and
business processes. As
a very basic example,
the UI needs to
show/hide/change
elements based on
user selections.

Kamran Aftab
PLM Leader
Nidec Motor
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Given the impacts of the deployment options
discussed, some companies may think that “multitenant cloud” is the right way to go without
examining their company’s ability to operate with
an OOTB solution. One of the ways that the
software vendor delivers lower overhead costs is
by keeping all implementations OOTB. This also
benefits users because vendors are motivated to
make their solutions valuable to their customers
and add functionality that users want in order to
add and nurture subscribers. New features are
typically built to be useful to all companies and
packaged in an OOTB solution that every
subscriber receives.
Another major benefit of OOTB is ease of
upgrades. The PLM solution provider does it for
you. Users log into their PLM system and it
provides new capabilities. It’s important to note,
however, that this is not always seen as a benefit
by manufacturers in highly regulated industries
that must update and validate the effectiveness of
processes and software.

Lack of “Right-for-Me” Capabilities
Although almost every company, particularly
smaller ones, target OOTB in the beginning, users
may not get the capabilities they’ve grown
accustomed to or need. Common complaints
include “it doesn’t work the way we need it to” or
“the UI doesn’t let me get my work done.”
Additionally, too many screen clicks make it very
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difficult to use except for simple product data
management tasks and can consume a lot of
engineers’ valuable time with unproductive tasks.
For example, too many unused menus cause
clutter on the screen which is distracting.

Configuration is Helpful, but has Limits
User and systems level “configuration” is possible
to personalize the user experience, but it has
limits. At a certain point, user dissatisfaction can
compromise the enterprise PLM vision of end-toend efficiency. Customization is often deemed
essential to improve process and task automation,
otherwise PLM may fail. If OOTB cloud PLM doesn’t
satisfy all PLM needs, is it worth the tradeoff?

Functionality First
Functionality Demands
Frequently Override OOTB Goals

The A&D and Automotive
Perspective

Functionality to support engineering and
product development is a business
imperative which means that OOTB may
not be an option for PLM. Our research1
shows that most engineers prioritize
functionality over the benefits of the
cloud such as ease of implementation,
lower IT costs, or other cloud benefits.
We’ll use some industry examples to
illustrate how different PLM needs can
be.

In our research we spoke to Melanie
Hagerty, Senior Director Engineering
Applications for Cubic Corporation.
Compared to other industries, defense
industry products are low volume, high
cost, are R&D driven, have engineeringintensive design processes, and operate
in a regulated industry.
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Engineers, and others, need to have
capabilities that support the way they
work. For example, aerospace and
defense (A&D) and automotive products
usually have long lead times, long
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lifecycles, and are designed using
model-based systems engineering
(MBSE) tools. They rely heavily upon
sourced modules, components, and even
whole products.
PLM systems for A&D and Automotive
products must:
• Be highly customizable to ensure
governance (formal workflows, forms,
templates, rules)
• Be integrated with many engineering
systems and tools like CAD, CAE, ERP
• Manage decades of engineering data
from OEMs, ODMs, and suppliers

Functionality First
The High-Tech Perspective

Supporting Changing Needs

In contrast, high-tech and consumer
electronics products usually have short
lifecycles and comprise a combination of
software, hardware, and electronics. They rely
upon sourced modules, components, and
whole products and are typically in less
regulated industries. Suitable PLM systems for
high tech and consumer electronics products
must:

Beyond contrasting industry and product
characteristics, functional requirements have
changed. When the pandemic struck,
manufacturers had to find new ways to
collaborate across global engineering teams. In
person meetings weren’t possible any longer.
Microsoft used PLM to dramatically extend
engineering processes into their global supply
chain community.

“

85-90% of our current PLM
users are CAD engineers.
PLM must achieve specific

• Be flexible, elastic, scalable, and support
Agile paradigms
• Be integrated with many systems and tools
especially Supply Chain, ERP, MES
• Track component brand/specification
substitution throughout the product lifecycle
• Be able to manage months of engineering
data from OEMs, ODMs and suppliers

Companies must be able to continually improve
and adopt new processes or risk falling behind
in their digital transformation and creating a
competitive disadvantage for themselves.

KPI’s for engineering quality
consistency and rigor.
Sometimes the proposed
engineering change priority
is designing to meet lower
cost targets, other times it’s
about designing and
implementing new features.

Melanie Hagerty
Senior Director
Engineering
Applications
Cubic Corporation
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Cloud and Custom Aren’t Incompatible

“

Cubic inherited multiple
PLM systems and even
built our own
review/approve/control
tool. This situation
reinforced silos and was
too restrictive, so we
decided to move to one
PLM which was
completed in summer
2019. Customization
was essential given that
Cubic had contractual
requirements that
dictated product versus
project style
management.

Melanie Hagerty
Senior Director
Engineering Applications
CUBIC CORPORATION
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Customization Options Vary
This research shows that OOTB can be
challenging, that not all cloud solutions are the
same, and that cloud offers a variety of
implementation approaches with varied
capabilities and tradeoffs. Choosing the right
“cloud” architecture can still allow a “right-forme” solution to meet end user functional needs.
Customizing a traditional solution creates
technical debt, but there are options.
Personalizing a cloud solution to create a “rightfor-me” experience may be achieved with
different levels of sophistication. For example:
• Configuration: Similar to what we might do
on a smartphone under settings. Can be done
by most end users using standard OOTB
settings choices. Provides limited, predefined
options.
• Customization: Can achieve a more
sophisticated “right-for-me” experience than
configuration, but usually needs IT support or a
Systems Integrator (SI)
• Integration: Integration improves
interoperability with adjacent tools / systems
to extend or complete capabilities. Integration
can utilize OOTB direct plugins, the PLM
solution’s application programming interfaces
(APIs), or custom programming.
• Low-code / no-code: Low-code is an
alternative approach to customization and can
enable a “right-for-me” PLM experience without
creating the technical debt burden of
customization
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A model-based, low-code solution allows
companies to extend business logic by
modifying, adding, or extending new
capabilities at the model level, leaving
the underlying platform code
unchanged. Custom capabilities can be
automatically carried forward when the
underlying platform is upgraded because
customizations are accomplished at the
mode level. Low-code / no-code,
coupled with automated regression
testing, eliminates the much of the
technical debt related to upgraded a
customized application.
Choosing the Right Option(s)
Larger, more mature companies may utilize
multiple tiers of personalization such as
configuration, customization, integration, and
low-code / no-code. These companies also
traditionally gravitate to a managed SaaS service
to support customization while still gaining the
benefits of cloud. Newer emerging companies, on
the other hand, may find that configuration of an
OOTB or multi-tenant cloud solution, is adequate.
Our experience shows that cloud and custom
aren’t incompatible. There are different ways to
personalize a PLM solution to improve end-user
experience, still meet business needs, and not
take on technical debt.

Key Takeaways
Research for this report leads our analysts to the following conclusions:
• PLM is becoming the digital backbone for manufacturers’ digital transformation strategy
• Most engineers prioritize PLM functionality and the “right-for-me” experience over cloud benefits.
Traditional customization approaches lead to large technical debt and can result in dead-end
customizations.
• PLM is a business imperative, and like the business, it’s a moving target. It’s important to have
ability to adapt the PLM system as needs change, to remain agile, without adding technical debt.
• Cloud and customization can both be options at the same time. The right PLM architecture can
provide cloud benefits while also enabling customization without incurring significant technical
debt.
It’s important to step back, assess current and future needs, then decide which architecture(s)
best supports the business.

“

“

Remote working
is driving digital
transformation
to the cloud and
PLM needs to
come with it.”
Kamran Aftab
PLM Leader
NIDEC MOTOR

Upgrading our PLM system is imperative in order to take advantage of new functionality
and improved UIs. Since we moved off of our legacy PLM system we were able to upgrade
twice in the last two years. This is possible because the software vendor does the actual
upgrade of our customized system as part of our subscription.”

Boris Cononetz
Principal Hardware, Engineering Program Manager
MICROSOFT
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